




PDW Agenda

� Phil Anderson – An exaptation tutorial 

� Four applications in Organization Science

� Saras Sarasvathy – U. Virginia

� Chris Marquis – Harvard Business School

� Gino Cattani – NYU 

� Vibha Gaba – INSEAD

� Roundtable discussions, plenary reports

� Discussants – Implications for:

� OT – Dan Leventhal

� Learning – Anne Miner

� Evolution – Phil Anderson



Introduction to exaptation

Philip Anderson
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A beak as exaptation

Exaptation applies to characters not behaviors



“Aptation” = being fit

Characteristic C is an adaptation for doing 

task T in a population if and only if 

• members of the population now have C

• because ancestrally there was selection 

for having C, and 

• C conferred a fitness advantage because 

it has task T as a function

Function: how a character operates to enhance fitness



A variety of aptations

• Nonaptation: no contribution to fitness

• Adaptation: constructed for fitness by 
selection in the past

• Exaptation: character was a nonaptation in 
the past but is an adaptation now

– Adaptations for one function are coopted for 
another

– Spandrel: Presently adaptive characters were 
nonaptations in the past.  Originated as side 
consequences of adaptations.



A few examples

• Repeated copies of DNA strings

• Feathers

• Wings

• Fins and flippers for amphibians



Typical evolutionary history of a 

character includes:

• Adaptations

• Nonaptations that are correlated with 

adaptations

• Exaptations from some nonaptations

• Secondary adaptations that emerge to 

improve the fit of exaptations



The middle ground

Complete agency: everything you see is the 

product of choices and actions

Complete Darwinism: everything you see is the 

product of direct selection

Exaptation: much of what you see emerged from 

unexpected utility of ride-along characters



Important aspects of exaptations

• Can be social

• Usually emerge because of environmental 

change

• Goes beyond “flexible” or “multipurpose”s

• Logic related to generalism/specialism, 

exploration/exploitation, real options, etc.

• Suggests that the range of cooptable

potentials is key to evolutionary success



Exaptation and Effectuation

Saras Sarasvathy

saras@virginia.edu



Three Links to Effectual Entrepreneurship

• Really important for:

– The bird-in hand principle

– The affordable loss principle, and

– The lemonade principle

• Relationship to crazy quilt is more nuanced

• Particularly important for social entrepreneurship



Gould’s Challenge

• Exaptation is not only a technique for innovation that can 

be used at the level of the individual or the firm

• It is also a challenge to the dominance of environmental 

“selection” and “fit” in evolutionary theories

• Just as effectuation challenges the dominance of market 

selection and fit 
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Transformation of 20th Century US 
Banking
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Transformation of 20th Century US 
Banking

• Pre-1978: 48 separate systems

• Post-1978: Changes in regulations � Consolidation (i.e. M&A)
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But Acquirers are 
Disproportionately Clustered
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Bank Branching Law at 4 Points
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Founding Environments and 
Bank Acquisition Capabilities

• Do some founding environments better position 
organizations for post 1978 acquisitions environment?

• There is significant variation across US states on the degree to which 
branching was legal

• Prior work has shown that coordination functions likely affected by 
modernization processes (Marquis & Huang, 2009, also Havemen & Rao, 
1997)

• Further, there is variation in cultural resistance that may also have an effect 
on coordination processes as well as organizational outlook (Marquis & 
Lounsbury, 2007; Schneiberg, et. al 2008)

• Historical evidence suggests a number of capabilities 
developed by firms that were exposed to early branching 
could be “exapted” for this new environment…



� Advantages for firms with remote management template, e.g. 

structures and routines in acquisitions period

� Bank of America credits acquisition success to early branching system, such as 

regional offices (James & James, 1953)

� Standardization & Centralization

� Common collections procedures, check routing and sorting mechanisms 

and standardized management processes.  All Centralized at HQ

� Monitoring/Agency Issues

� “Auditors, known as the ‘eyes and ears of management,’ traveled to all 

locations to check accounts and records.” (Comerica Bank)

� Being founded in state with state-wide branching law AND 

culture, economy and technology that encourages it have a set of 

imprinted capabilities that can be exapted to more successfully 

acquire other firms.

Ability to Branch at Founding 
& Bank Acquisitions



Methods
� Qualitative study: 

� Proceedings of conferences on banking operations, and 
publications of state and national banking associations

� Early banking industry publications such as operations manuals 
and periodicals,

� Historical series of early bank annual reports, and 

� Secondary sources on banking history, banking processes and 
individual banking histories.  

� Times series analyses: 

� 200,000+ bank-year observations from 1978-2001 (Chicago FED 
database) 

� Approximately 25,000 banks

� Predicting which banks are more likely to acquire other banks

� Key IVs are state banking law; urbanization, agrarianism, 
progressivism



A General Model of Imprinting and 
Exaptation with Application to U.S. 

Commercial Banking Industry

Founding Institutional 

Conditions 
 

• Branching policy 

• Modernization 

• Political culture  
(Agrarianism and 

Progressivism) 

Initial Organizational 

Strategy and Structure 
 

• Dispersed growth 
strategy 

• Branch management 

systems 

 

Imprinted Capabilities 

and Processes 
 

• Durable capabilities to 
manage and coordinate 
geographically 

dispersed locations 

 

Subsequent Adaptive 

Organizational Activities 
 

• Greater propensity to 
acquire other banks 

 

Imprinting Process 
Exaptation Process 

Change in External 

Environment 
 

• Banking deregulation to 
allow interstate banking 

 



Exaptation and Organizational 
Theory

• “no conceptual tool can be more important than the clear 
separation of historical origin and current utility” (Gould, 

1991:45, italics in original).

• Environmental changes, typically seen as detrimental 
(Hannan & Freeman, 1977), can be navigated, depending on the 
extent to which organizational features can be “co-opted 
for their present role from some other origin” (Dew et al, 2004: 

69). 

• Imprinting effects can change over time, as external 
environment changes (i.e. a connection between 
imprinting and exaptation)

– External changes are not necessarily detrimental and there may 
not necessarily be “liability of aging,” per se (Ranger-Moore, 1997). 

– Identifies inherently multi-level nature of change (Greenwood & 
Hinings, 1996). 



Chris Marquis
cmarquis@cornell.edu

Thank you!
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Applications of Exaptation

Gino Cattani

The Stern School
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Corning Evolution

� From a specialty glass company to the world leader 

in the production of fiber optics

� 1970: Consumer electronics (TV bulbs etc.) 50%; 

Cookware 25%; Medicine; Science, Construction, 

Industrial Systems, Transportation 25% 

� 2001: Telecommunications > 70 %

� Different user environments sharing a very similar 

technological knowledge base
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Fiber Optics: Technological 
Speciation

Glass Chemistry & Physics
• Optical Glass 1918+

• Vapor Deposition (IVD) 1934+

• Fused Silica 1934+

• Quantum Optics 1959+

Electronics (Signetics)

Fiber Drawing

Light Scattering (Maurer)

Optical Glass Manufacturing & 

Testing

Selection criteria
• Low attenuation

• Telecom firms’ needs

Resource Pool (sales)

Lineage Development

(Fiber Optics)

Current Domains

(Various Types of  Specialty 

Glass & Electronics)

Leveraging Knowledge Base

New Domain

(Telecommunications)

Technology 

Development
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Phases in Fiber Optics

� Pre-1966 Period: From Specialty Glass to 
Fiber Optics Opportunity

� 1966-1970 Period: From Lab Experiments to 
the First Low-Loss Optical Glass Fiber 

� 1970-1980s Period: From Lab Experiments to 
the First Commercial Applications

� The 1980s and Beyond: The Commercial 
Success of Fiber Optics
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Timeline in Fiber Optics

1970 1982 1984

AT&T’s 

Break-up

MCI’s 

entry

1966

Specialty Glass Applications

Experiments

Glass Chemistry & Physics
• Optical Glass 1918+

• Vapor Deposition (IVD) 1934+

• Fused Silica 1934+

• Quantum Optics 1959+

Electronics (Signetics)

Fiber Drawing

Light Scattering (Maurer)

Optical Glass Manufacturing & Testing

Fiber Optics 

Development and 

Commercialization
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Phases in Fiber Optics

1970 1982 1984

AT&T’s 

Break-up

MCI’s 

entry

1966

Specialty Glass Applications

Pre-adaptation
(No Foresight)

First Laboratory

Experiments

(Intentional Search)

Market Feedback

(Strategy)

Experiments

Glass Chemistry & Physics
• Optical Glass 1918+

• Vapor Deposition (IVD) 1934+

• Fused Silica 1934+

• Quantum Optics 1959+

Electronics (Signetics)

Fiber Drawing

Light Scattering (Maurer)

Optical Glass Manufacturing & Testing

Fiber Optics 

Development and 

Commercialization
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Research Strategy

� Longitudinal case study design 

� Interview data, archival data, patents, but 
especially original documents, memos, papers 
to “track down some of the uncertainty 
surrounding past events in their original form” 
(Fischhoff 1982: 343)

� Technological entry (i.e., innovation in a new 
technological domain) vs. market entry (i.e., initial 
production of a product or provision of a service)

� Malerba & Orsenigo 1999, Helfat & Lieberman 2002
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Having and Using Pre-adaptation

1970

Citing Patents

1966

Pre-adaptation
(No Foresight)

Lab Experiments

(Intentional Search)

Market Feedback

(Strategy)

R&D Efforts

Cited Patents

Leveraging

(Backward Self-Citations)
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Backward Citation Breakdown

Case Study: CorningTotal Backward Citations

Citations of  other 

firms’ patents

Backward 

Self-Citations

Backward 

Self-citations

After 1966

Backward 

Self-Citations

Until 1966 (included)
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The Variable Pre-adaptation

� Stock of potentially relevant skills and knowledge

� Patent backward citations to identify technological 

knowledge each firm accumulated before 1966

� Several firms never cited some of their early (prior to 

1966) patents in their subsequent fiber optics patents, 

but those patents were cited by other firms 

� In total, the sample firms filed 1,234 fiber optics patents in 

1966 or before that were subsequently cited by other patents
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The Variable Leverage

� Leverageit =

� It measures the extent to which firms leverage 

their existing knowledge into a new domain

CitationsBackwardTotal

1966UntilonsSelfCitatiBackwardTotal

−−

−−−−
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The Variable Leverage (cont’d)

� Takes on the value of 0 when

� pre-adapted firms do not leverage their prior experience

� firms in existence before the beginning of the observation

period have no prior relevant knowledge

� firms were founded after 1966

� Of the 1234 pre-1966 patents, 997 were cited only in 

patents filed by firms other than the original assignee, 

and 237 were cited at least once by the original 

assignee
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A Numerical Example: 
“Method of Forming an Economic Optical Waveguide Fiber” 

(1972 Corning)

Citing Patent Cited Patent  Year Assignee Pre-adaptation

2,272,342 1934 Corning                  √
3,275,428 1963 American Optical Co.                   x

3,294,504 1965 Mosaic Fabrications                   x

3,331,670 1963 American Optical Co.                   x

3,589,878 1968 Quartz & Silice, S.A                   x

3,659,915 1970 Corning                   x

Total = 6 SelfCitationsBefore1966 = 1Leverage =1/6=0.17 

3,737,293



Concluding Remarks

� Identifying an exogenous shock or watershed event

� This event or shock is the trigger of an exaptive event

� Alternative ways of studying exaptation

� In-depth historical analysis

� Need for original documents

� Large sample study

� Need for complete historical data

� Simulation

39
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Pre-adaptation In Biology

� “By chance, an organ that works well in one function turns out 
to work well in another function after relatively little 
adjustment” (Ridley 1999: 347; see also Bock 1959)

� No role for foresight ���� an organ or a feature of an organism
did not evolve in anticipation of its new function, it happened 
to be adaptable to it and was then selected for this new 
function – when new ecological conditions came about
� Examples

� Tetrapod limbs - a structure which was effective at locomotion in 
water was also good at locomotion over land with relatively few 
changes. 

� Bird feathers - the first feathers were for heat insulation rather 
than an adaptation for flight



A Taxonomy of Fitness 
(Gould and Vrba, 1982: 5)

41



Vibha Gaba, INSEAD

Alan Meyer, University of Oregon



Motivation 
� “Crossing organizational species boundaries: How 

venture capital infiltrated information technology 
sector” (Gaba & Meyer, AMJ, 2008)
� Spread of VC practices into the population of IT firms

� Adoption of CVC units: A structurally distinct subunit 
dedicated to making minority equity investments in a 
portfolio of high-potential startups

� How are these practices customized, translated, and 
modified during their adoption by established 
corporations? 



Empirical Context – 8 CVC units

Corporate Parent Industry 
Corporate 

Employees 

(2001)

Market Value 

$ Millions 

(2001) 

Post

Collapse 

Survival 

Edge 

Software 

Computers – software and 
services

3,000 6,294 Yes 

Micron 
Semiconductors 

Computers & Electronics 78,000 195,245 Yes

Modular Computers Computers & Electronics 37,000 60,105 Yes

Telecom 

Corporation 

Entertainment & Information 30,000 38,335 Yes

Silicon Micro 
Corporation 

Computers & Electronics 69,000 30,993 No

Forefront Corporation Diversified high technology 73,000 42,589 No 

Burley 

Corporation 

Computers – software and 
services

43,000 89,727 No 

Avant Software 
Corporation 

Computers – software and 
services 

3,600 1,675 No 
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Data Collection

Q1 
2000

Q2 
2000

Q3 
2000

Q4 
2000

Q1 
2001

Q2
2001

Q3 
2001

Q4 
2001

Q1 
2002

Q2
2002

Baseline Interviews, Naturalistic 
Observations at Conferences

Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 Wave 4 Wave 5 Wave 6

Time Line 
September 

11, 2001

Enron files 

for 

bankruptcy 

Arthur 

Andersen 

ceases auditing

Collapsing Environment 



A quasi-experimental research design
Phase 1:  Boom  Phase Phase 2:  Collapse  Phase

Research 
Questions 

How were practices developed in 
private venture capital partnerships 
adapted in large public corporations?

In collapsing environments, what 
attributes and processes generate unit 
survival?

Time  Period 1999 –2000 Quarter 2, 2000 – Quarter 2, 2002

Data 
Collection  

• Naturalistic observation at industry 
conferences 

• Semi-structured interviews with 
informants from CVC units, VC 
firms, and industry experts

• Archival data (CVC newsletters, 
journalistic reports, VentureXpert) 

• Six waves of quarterly interviews 
with informants from 8 CVC units, 4 
VC firms, and 4 industry experts 

• Naturalistic observation at industry 
conferences 

• Archival data (CVC newsletters, 
journalistic reports, VentureXpert)

Data 

Analysis 

Case studies of 8 CVC units and 4 VC 
partnerships

Analyzing data by CVC unit survival and 
temporal period

Key Products Embedded longitudinal case study Process theory of organizational 
survival in a collapsing environment



Survival in a Collapsing Environment

� In our sample: 

� 4 CVC units – “survivors” 

� 4 CVC units – “non-survivors”

�What attributes and processes explain these 
outcomes? 

�We observe CVC units’ strategy, structure 
and processes before and after collapse.  



Adaptation vs. Exaptation 

�Adaptation perspective:  Organizations 
make adaptive moves to enhance fit with the 
changing environment. 

�But a collapsing environment precludes 
adaptation.

�The swifter and more discontinuous a 
change, more likely a useful attribute is an 
exaptation, less likely it’s an adaptation.  



CVC Customization & Learning 

� While they customized venturing practices, CVC 
units had been building different learning 
capabilities:

� Vicarious (Imitating successful routines used by 
others; benchmarking best practices)

� Trial-and-error (repeating successful routines)

� Inferential (Active experimentation; informed 
observation of natural variation)

� Variation in learning was linked to survival. 



CVC Customization & Learning 

� Programs that survived the collapse had 
previously used inferential learning to tailor 
their venturing structures and practices to the 
corporate context.

� Programs that failed to survive had relied on 
benchmarking, imitation, and trial-and-error 
learning in customization efforts.



How was inferential learning exapted? 

� Surviving and non-surviving CVC units focused 
attention upon different issues at different times.

� Prior to collapse, survivors had:
� Articulated a clear strategic focus

� Architected a viable structural configuration for CVC

� Created performance metrics

� After collapse, non survivors: 
� Began fashioning a CVC vision/strategy

� Began considering the  structural reorganization of the CVC unit.

� Continued to invest by “spraying and praying” 



Examples: Exaptation of Inferential Learning

Pre-Collapse Post-Collapse

Survivors • Considerable attention directed to 
aligning CVC unit’s strategy and 
structural configuration 

• Careful sifting of deals

• Informal and tacit processes for 
measuring and transferring strategic 
gains 

• Shift from balancing strategic and 
financial gains to formulating a meta-
strategy (learning laboratory, ecosystem 
leveraging, etc.)

• Attention shifts to portfolio triage, and is
reallocated to mentoring  and developing 
surviving portfolio companies.  

Non-
Survivors

• CVC unit strategy and structure are 
nonaligned or misaligned. Informants 
cannot explain relationship cogently

• Spray and pray investment approach 

• Processes for measuring and 
transferring strategic gains are 
rudimentary or absent

• Shift from pursuing financial returns 
while declaring strategic objectives to 
proclaiming strategic objectives (for 
ceremonial or political purposes, not 
instrumental purposes). 

• Attention shifts away from managing 
portfolio to managing upward, with efforts 
to ingratiate and influence corporate top 
management.



Cross Population 

Diffusion of 

Innovation 

Customization of 

Innovation
• Strategy

• Structure

• Process

Inferential 

Learning 

Capabilities

Changes in environmental 

munificence

• Rate and extent of change

• Boom and bust cycles

Survival in a Collapsing Environment 

Customization Processes Exaptation Processes

Subsequent 

Organizational 

Outcomes

• Survival/death

• Growth/decline



Roundtable Discussion

� Facilitated Discussion – 30 minutes

� See domain statements from sponsoring divisions 

� Four roundtables:

� Saras and Alan

� Chris and Anne

� Gino and Phil

� Vibha and Dan

� High-level summaries – 3 minutes/table



Discussants’ take on Exaptation

� Dan Levinthal – Implications for 
Organization Theory

� Anne Miner – Implications for Learning in 
organizations and populations 

� Phil Anderson – Implications for evolution in 
and of organizations



Exaptation
Anne Miner

AOM 2014



Exapt & Org Learning

Well known phenomenon =

Existing artifact, knowledge, capability takes 

on new role/value

Exaptation construct focuses attention on 

(1) Types (2) Micro processes



Three types

Serendipity

Notice value – Why see it? Focus of attention

Infer source of value

Unexpected problem/opportunity resolution

Problem solution:  Use what is at hand (bricolage)

Unexpected opportunity – Can use what is at hand to 
create new value (can recombine with other new)

Deliberate Re-Deployment (Benign Opportunism)

Start with artifact, capability, process: Find new value



Sample value to learning 

theory
Focus attention on IMAGINATION

Serendipity - Trigger � Imagine new value

Prob/Opp Resolution – Imagine new use

Benign opportunism – Imagine many uses, prioritize

Uncover role of emotion/affect

Emotion � Attention �Notice in serendipity

Emotion � Persist in problem/opp resolution

Focus attention on selection versus design?



Overview Re Construct

Concerns

Not novel as broad phenomenon

Biology distinctions e.g role of selection in biological sense may 
not illuminate crucial processes in human systems. Could even 
be harmful.

Will be important to get construct definition precise

Value

Specific name for broad phenomenon not named

Makes it easier for theory to develop if salient name for process

Improve existing theory by focusing attention on micro processes 
and types

Spur improvement of current theory



Exapting exaptation

� Gould introduced exaptation to 
encourage evolutionary biologists to avoid 
conflating a trait’s current utility with its 
historical origin.

� The ironies of this workshop are numerous.

� The co-optation of the term exaptation by 
those outside of biological evolution (in our 
case, organization theorists) … epitomizes 
the very process that “exaptation” was 
coined to describe. 




